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“You can’t overstate the role played by restrictions. It’s a way
of setting up rules to the game you’re about to play. Rules
that create the game.
And the clearer the rules the more fun it is in fact to play.
Restrictions contribute to a search for a kind of freedom, an
openness, or to responses that are looser or unpredictable,
so that a kind of living choice is kept alive in the work,
somewhere between what you want to do and what you
cannot do.”
— Armand Mevis & Linda van Deursen, Recollected Works

ABSTRACT

This book is a container.
The perennial challenge of the graphic design brief
is such that it is always dictated by the conditions of the
container it must fill. A 24 x 36 printed poster; a 48 footwide billboard; a tiny (or large!) exhibition space; a 200-page
book. Sometimes, the forms that we are asked to produce
are flexible, depending on the content, the client, and the
situation, and if we are lucky, we are able to mold the format
to the content. The likelier event, however, is working with a
form that is fixed, or a system that is unrelenting.
The burden then lies on the content to respond—for
it to fill whatever container it occupies to its brim. To occupy
an existing set of systems and procedures, compressing or
expanding to the elasticity of set parameters.
In order to meet such demands and specific
conditions, the designer must exaggerate them. Ends must
meet. Fat must be trimmed, pieces must be rearranged. In
order to fit, the content must transform in order to fit.
Design happens when the content sits just at the
edge, fighting with the frame, and making the audience
constantly aware of the tension between the two.
This thesis is a demonstration of that.
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HOW IT FITS		

INTO THE FRAME
INTO A BOOK
INTO A TYPE-SPECIMEN
INTO A BRICK

WORK

Photography serves as an entry point into a lot of my work.
I was a film studies student in college, and it trained my
eyes to search constantly for what lies in the frame, the mise
en scène. It also allowed me to understand that even the
most innocent, uncomplicated photograph lies about many
fundamental things. The medium obliterates our sense
of scale and dimension, to start — how else could it take a
building 6 stories high and a whole city block wide to fit
onto a single, 3 × 5 sheet of paper? We may have come to
understand the photograph as a truthful document, an
accurate image of the world, but we also forget that it’s a
flat, little thing.
I went on a trip to LA in the summer of 2016. It’s
a city that I love because of how unabashedly afraid it is to be
anything but itself. It is loud; it is dumb. It loves scale and
quick-reads—as a driving city, everything in it has been built
to be seen from a distance and in motion. Larger-than-life
images, cultural symbols, and vernacular typography spread
themselves out in little clusters across the landscape.
They come together in the windshield of a moving vehicle for
a brief, unique moment in time and space, only to vanish
as quickly as they came. I went because I wanted to capture
some of these moments.
So, I drove around for two weeks with my 35 mm
camera, finding points of collision in the landscape
and capturing them in the viewfinder. I was moving with the
landscape, shifting and shuffling my body to create the
compositions inside the tiny little rectangle — to edges of the
buildings to align, to bring type to meet each other just at
the right moments.
A photograph is an index of where one once stood
in the world, a crystallization of the invisible bonds that
the body formed with the objects and structures around it.
It is a witness of movement; a record of a choreographed
set of relationships.
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INTO THE FRAME
as typographic crops of Los Angeles

7–14

Selected 35 mm photographs
taken from the trip. This was
made possible by the Graduate
Studies Grant 2016.
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A FRAGMENT OF DIALOGUE WITH BARRY BRANNUM
where we discuss transformations through performance
(part 1 of 2)

15

bk
Does the term, ‘transformations through
performance,’ resonate at all with you? It’s just something
that someone said in relation to my work, and I’ve been
thinking about it a lot lately.

IN CONVERSATION

bb

When someone said that, what did they mean?

Barry Brannum (bb) is a dancer,
choreographer, and PhD student in UCLA’s
Dance department. His work focuses
mainly on the representations of AfricanAmerican respectability politics in the
realm straddling popular culture and
concert dance. He is also my oldest friend
from college and lets me crash his place
whenever I visit Los Angeles.

HOW IT FITS

bk
It was mostly in reference to some books that I made.
They were in response to weekly prompts that I’d given
myself where I’d have to take an object or an idea and turn
it into a book. The more impossible, the better. I was told
in some of the feedback that the idea of transformative states
seemed to be pretty important—basically, that the focus of
a lot of my projects seems to be in enacting some kind
of change between these states. That there’s a wall between
the ‘before’ and the ‘after’, and that wall is me. And that
the documentation of the process sort of becomes the work.
I’m trying this thing out where I take on the active
role of an agent who performs a transformative action
on object, and then it’s changed in its form. And it’s important
that the action is the only change—that I don’t add or
subtract anything in that process, and that there’s a strange
equivalency between the two states.

17

In an independent study with Ben Shaykin, I challenged
myself to fit all sorts of things into books. It began with
a Sharpie that was sitting on my desk. I sat in the studio at
11PM on a Monday night, scrawling through sheet after
half-letter-sized sheet while my studio mates wrinkled their
noses at the smell. It took 52 pages for it to run out and
my hand was sore afterward.
The second came from a rock that I threw in front
of my house. It was the morning that I had to present my
book for Ben, and I woke up with an idea in my head. I asked
my roommate if she had a nice-sized rock for me to throw
(she keeps a bunch in her bedroom.) I threw it outside my
house and measured the distance it went in inches.
It didn’t get very far.
The third was my body. I spent a night flattening
myself uncomfortably against the scanner bed. It took two
tries — the scanner kept failing whenever I sat down on it
with my full weight pressed against the glass. I guess I was
too heavy.
The fourth was a bag of Cheetos that I had bought
when I had been reading Rem Koolhaas’ writing and thinking
about the notion of “junk space” (which naturally involves
thinking about junk food.)
The fifth had to be made right after the election
results. This was difficult.
We ended the semester with a crit where I gathered
Ben, James Goggin, and my classmate, Cem Eskinazi, all
together in the Graphic Design Commons to talk about the
work that I had done.

WORK

Barry Brannum,
photographed by Sarah
Granholm, 2016

INTO A BOOK
where I fit all sorts of things into books
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19–29

When I took a Sharpie and
I bled it dry.
5.5" × 8.5" book, 52 pages.
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19

21

23

25

27

29

31–41

When I threw a rock and
measured the distance it
travelled.
5" × 7" book, 80 pages.

30

31

33

35

37

39

41

43–55

When I tried to fit my body into a
book in its exact proportions.
5.5" × 8.5" book, 72 pages.
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43

45

47

49

51

53
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57–61

When I fit a entire bag of
Cheetos into a book.
5.5" × 8.5" booklet, 16 pages.
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59
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63–70

When I tried to make
a book worth $20.
5.5" × 8.5" booklet,
42 pages.
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INTO A TYPE-SPECIMEN
where I turn myself into a typeface

71

As designers, we constantly measure things. James Goggin
made it a point of focus in his fall 2016 class, “X, Y, and Z”.
One particularly memorable lecture that he gave us was
about Le Corbusier, the modulor man, and the concept of
a measurement based on body proportions.
Measuring the world with our body is a decision to
calibrate ourselves in relation to everything around us.
I wanted to take this idea from the reverse: to take a unit of
measurement that we deal with all the time and to bring it
back to the body, albeit to an absurd extreme.
I made a type-specimen book in which I drew myself
as a typeface with three weights: regular, medium, and
bold. Included was a to-scale fold-out poster of the typeface
at “the optimal reading size”.
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70

73–84

Documentation of “Bo-Sans”,
a type-specimen book.
8" × 8" booklet, including a
5' 5" fold-out poster.
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INTO A BRICK
where I transform the newspaper

85

Anne West was leading a workshop, and the assignment
was to take a text of interest and process it through our
respective thesis methods.
I didn’t choose a written text. Instead, I decided to
take inspiration from a particular scene in Buster Keaton’s
The High Sign (1921), where Keaton tries to read a
newspaper that unfolds, and unfolds, and unfolds. The joke
is that the newspaper is ten-times the size of a regular
one. After the fourth fold, Keaton is completely enveloped,
barely able to hold himself up against the sheer scale of
the object.
It’s quite magical to watch an object dramatically
transform in size, shape, and form while keeping its contents
intact. Maybe because it’s a test for us to see how much
transformations an object can endure before it breaks.
I decided that if a newspaper can expand in its surface area,
it can also fold-down and compress. What would its
smallest size be?
No one will answer these questions for you.
Sometimes, you’ve got to put your hard-hat on—in this case,
your pork-pie hat on—and see for yourself.
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87

A single issue of The New York
Times, May 7, 2017.
88–89

The same issue of The New York
Times, May 7, 2017, shredded
and then compacted.
90–92

Two single issues of The New
York Times, May 7, 2017.
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A TWELVE-PACK OF CANS
TWO ROWS OF WINDOWS
ON A BUILDING
ITS SURROUNDINGS
6' × 6' OF GALLERY SPACE
THE IKEA IN STOUGHTON, MA

SOME INSIGHTS FROM DAVID REINFURT
when we had a conversation about my work in his studio
at 38 Ludlow Street on a cold morning in November

95

bk
I don’t really know how to relate some of these
things to this idea of time and space and circulation. Are any
things that come to mind when you see these, and do you
have any suggestions in terms of pushing different formats?

IN CONVERSATION

David Reinfurt (dr) is the
co-founder of Dexter Sinister,
the Just-In-Time Workshop
& Occasional Bookstore.
He is also my first graphic
design teacher.

HOW IT FITS TOGETHER

dr
Well, these have a pre-formatted dimension to them.
Like the Sharpie one, or the throwing one, or the one where
you draw yourself as a type.
That’s just something I would note, in case it’s not
obvious to you. Because that probably might suggest another
venue to take this, which is to act things out. You know?
Like, performances. Because I think there’s absurdity in this.
And doing performances might be a good way to indulge
the absurdity. So, that’s one thing.
I have a friend who’s a set designer for theater.
She did this project—it was so simple, but it was really
amazing—she put on all of her clothes. She just put on every
piece of clothing that she had and then became this crazy
snowman. Later on, she did a project where she staged
a piece of theater in a laundromat, and it used the pieces of
clothing to animate the story. She had a director, a writer,
and actors, and it was really great. But it just occurred to me
that that came out of doing that earlier performance.
It always triggers new work. In that way, the subject matter
was really a red herring for what she’s really interested in.
So I see that, and I see your work as an evacuation
of content. If you ask me, it’s not about anything. It is
something. It is an exploration of form. The form of the books,
in this case, and window blinds, and cans. They’re ways
of interrogating their abilities. So it is that. But it’s not about
something else.

97

I interned for Adam Lucas and Andrew LeClair in their small
studio in New York during the summer of 2015. We drank
a lot of seltzer water: we would buy them in 12-pack boxes at
Trader Joe’s and go through several in a pretty short amount
of time. This was surprising, considering that we were only
three people.
Adam and Andrew taught me a lot about typography,
about systems-thinking, and about the value of simple design
moves, and the time I spent working with them had been
full of easy laughter and useful knowledge. When it was time
for me to finish-up, I wanted to let them know how much I
appreciated them taking me in and showing me the ropes of
a newly-formed New York studio practice.
The clearest ideas are often realized when they’re
made for someone. On my last day, I went out and bought a
new box of seltzer cans to replenish our stock. In it, I left a
12-character message and an accompanying note to help my
addressees piece them together. It read: “The great thing
about 12-packs is that you can stack them together 3 × 4...”

WORK

Dexter Sinister’s basement
studio on 38 Ludlow Street in
New York’s Chinatown.

INTO A TWELVE-PACK OF CANS
to communicate a message
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99

A photograph courtesy of
Adam Lucas. It was sent to me
in an email a few days after
I had planted the gift in the
cupboard to let me know that
my message had been
delivered and received safely.
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Part of the joy in being a graphic designer is that we don’t
need to create whole systems to make a point; we can
use ones that already exist in the world, that already respond
to conditions intuitively. Oftentimes, graphic design
‘research’ involves finding these systems to build upon so
that the work can generate itself naturally. It’s a way of
engaging with what we already have; we hardly need to erect
complicated new systems to add further to the world’s
tangled mess.
In October, James Goggin asked us to find a void on
campus and create an intervention that used light. I thought
of the window blind as an object that already responds to
light. So, I created a message for five windows of the top two
floors of the Design Center. It would reveal itself as the sun
got brighter and the shades went down.
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WORK

TWO ROWS OF WINDOWS ON A BUILDING
as a performance on a sunny day
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100

103–106

A message that responds
to light.
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The poster is a funny thing. Like a photograph, it’s a flat
surface that people often forget is still dimensional in its own
right. It can be touched, torn, and picked up. It can be carried
away and re-situated in a new place to meet new people.
I thought about these things as I created the poster for
Open Studios 2017. I wanted its viewers to see a constructed
object, not a designed image. I blew the poster up to an
impractical scale and essentialized all its components,
assigning them different materials. Type sat on the surface
of the poster, not as ink bleeding into a page but as individual
white vinyl letters, peeled and smoothed onto black foamcore. I wanted the people around me to notice that a poster
was a surface with type on it, and nothing more.
The flyers that circulated, however, were
photographs that I had taken of the poster as I carried it
around campus. Each flyer was a new episode in the poster’s
travels on campus—one featured the poster, posing next
to a cherry blossom tree. Another was of the poster, enjoying
a snack at Gourmet Heaven. Another featured it being
whisked off by a student.
I turned the poster into an object, and its
documentation created new posters.
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ITS SURROUNDINGS
as a poster for Open Studios 2017
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109–111

The 40" × 60" poster and I
went for a photoshoot around
campus. Each location gave
us new props to work with,
interesting light conditions,
and dynamic backdrops to lean
against. Passersby would stop
to complete the picture.
112–113

Iterations of the poster’s image
that then circulated around
campus. When the poster
is the object, its documentation
becomes the poster.
114–121

These documentations are
released back into the wild.
122–124

The object still exists,
somewhere out there in the
world...

108

109

111
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119

121

123

WORK

The project started with a conversation with Elizabeth
Leeper. We were hanging things in the GD Commons
and discussing visual tropes in graphic design that we
were tired of seeing everywhere—stretched type,
pantone gradients, the once-trendy, now uninspired
typeface, ‘Lyno’. How tired they must be, too!
I suggested that we take them to the beach.
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6' × 6' OF GALLERY SPACE
for tired tropes in graphic design

127–136

Images of ‘Tired Tropes of
Graphic Design’, installed at
the Gelman Gallery for the
show “Vernacular Spectacular.”
This show ran from December
2016 to January 2017 and
featured works from artists that
co-opt existing contemporary
commercial languages
in order to subvert original
intentions and deconstruct
cultural ramifications.
Visitors could also add to
the tropes by visiting the
installation’s digital space by
accessing the url: tiredtropes
ofgraphicdesign.club.
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127

129

131

133

135

Elizabeth Leeper and I also are fascinated by charged,
pre-conditioned spaces. We are both interested in the
politics of the space in informing and regulating behavior,
which then in turn affects the relationships between the
individuals moving inside of it. I thought it would be
interesting to set-up a “couples-therapy” booth in the IKEA
20 minutes away, and we set out one Saturday morning
to do the research.
The booth is yet to come and perhaps never will,
but it exists as a complete and clarified idea that could be
performed by someone else—maybe even IKEA itself.
I present the research here as a record of the conditions
we would have been working with—of couples, families,
and friends navigating the showroom, buzzing with
excitement and anxiety over the home furniture had to be
bought and the dreams those purchases represented.

137

WORK

THE IKEA IN STOUGHTON, MA
as a soft intervention

WHEN IT FITS

136

139–148

Glimpses of visitors confronted
with very immediate realities
of their domestic roles. Intimate
dramas are unwittingly played
out in a very public space. These
photos were taken on a cold day
in March, 2016.
149

The testing of a performance.
Elizabeth and I occupy one
of the show-room’s model office
spaces; we spread ourselves
out over the furniture and
bounce ideas back and forth.
Elizabeth records. Crowds of
passersby look on, curious but
respectful; perhaps they
assumed we were testing out
the space. Perhaps they
assumed we were going to
make a purchase.
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139

143
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INTO A MONTAGE
“I’VE BEEN PLAYING
DAUGHTER ROLES FOR
SO LONG, PEOPLE
FORGET I’M GROWN UP.”
“EYE IN THE SKY”
AS POSTERS
FOR GRADUATION
EVENTS 2016
FOR OPEN STUDIOS 2016
FOR LUNA MAURER OF
STUDIO MONIKER
FOR PLAYTIME (1976)
AS PICTURES ON A WALL
AS BODIES AGAINST A WALL,
OVER TIME
EVERYDAY, IN A PARKING SPACE

WORK

My first thesis presentation was largely concentrated on
the idea of concatenation in graphic design. It was called,
“Time, Space, and Junkspace” and featured a whole lot of
mash-up videos. This wasn’t to make a case for creating
mash-ups for the rest of my time at RISD; I was using it as an
example of a formal solution to process existing archives of
material. I was interested in the journey of how different
components had been broken down into a unit that could
then be used for a different purpose.
To prove my point, I played a clip from the criticallyacclaimed Disney-Pixar production, Monster’s Inc. (2001),
where its fuzzy protagonist, Sully, watches a pile of trash be
sliced, flattened, processed, and compacted into a cube.
“I am this trash compactor!” I announced to an audience of
blank-faced critics and peers. “And so are these people!”
I flicked through stills from Christian Marclay’s The Clock, a
real-time clock stitched together from representations of
time that have been captured in cinema. I played a segment
of CNN Concatenated, a script that artist Omer Fast
compiled together from isolating individual words of CNN
news reports. I also showed photos taken by Nina
Katchadourian for her Sorted Books project, where she
travels to different libraries and creates poems arranged
from the titles of the spines.
I, too, wanted to try my hand at deconstructing,
collaging, and binding together things in a time-based media.
I wanted to see what new narratives I could form through
this process. So, I started from a Youtube archive of 1980s
television commercials that I came across one day and
noticed that they all featuring women selling products to
other women. By editing the individual clips to form an
unbroken dialogue, I found that I could engage the women
in a conversation with each other: about how they should
dress, how they should act, and how they should present
themselves in front of men.
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INTO A MONTAGE
called, “I’ve been playing daughter roles for so long,
people forget I’m grown up” (2015)

155–172

Stills taken from the video,
“I’ve been playing daughter
roles for so long, people
forget I’m grown up” (2015).
This video was also featured
in Vernacular Spectacular,
held at the Gelman Gallery, and
in the 2016 AIGA Rhode Island
Exhibit, SeeHer, held in the
Graphic Design Commons.
1 minute 07 seconds, 4:3
aspect ratio.

154

155

[Off-camera] “I’m mortified!”

157

“Is it the dress?”

159

“Or is it my figure?”

161

“Honestly...”

163

“It’s your bra!”

165

“My bra?”

167

169

“It’s the same difference!”

171

WORK

Vinca Kruk came to RISD as a visiting designer during the
spring of 2016. Her assignment for us was to think about the
concept of “the overlay,” and how to harness that power to
change the reading of an image.
“The overlay” can be demonstrated overtly with a
filter, but it can also be demonstrated with something as
pure as sequencing and editing. I had spent the first day
of the workshop collecting surveillance footage of myself
entering the various CVS stores in the area, and the overlay
was imagining what kind of drama I could generate, what
kind of fiction I could weave, in forcing them the clips to
speak to each other. In collecting and piecing together these
representations of myself to form a cast of characters, I
turned the surveillant gaze into the cinematic. To take it even
one step further, I followed the structure of the romantic
comedy trailer to offer a different, perhaps lighter reading of
the observed public self.
It was the first time I had embraced humor in my
work. I hadn’t realized until that point how delightful it was to
make people laugh.
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INTO A MONTAGE
called, “Eye in the Sky” (2016)

175–190

A sequence taken from the
video, Eye in the Sky (2016).
Music and lyrics courtesy
of The Alan Parsons Project.
1 minute 09 seconds,
16:9 aspect ratio.

174

175

[Moody Instrumental guitar]

Song; “Eye in the Sky” (1982) by the Alan Parsons Project

177

[Moody instrumental guitar]

Song; “Eye in the Sky” (1982) by the Alan Parsons Project

179

[Moody instrumental guitar]

Song; “Eye in the Sky” (1982) by the Alan Parsons Project

181

[Lyrics] Don’t think,

Song; “Eye in the Sky” (1982) by the Alan Parsons Project

183

[Lyrics] sorry’s easily said...

Song; “Eye in the Sky” (1982) by the Alan Parsons Project

185

Song; “Eye in the Sky” (1982) by the Alan Parsons Project

187

[Lyrics] I am the eye in the sky
Looking at you
I can read your mind
I am the maker of rules
Dealing with fools
I can cheat you blind
And I don’t need to see any more
To know that
I can read your mind...

Song; “Eye in the Sky” (1982) by the Alan Parsons Project

189

WORK

My classmate Drew Litowitz and I volunteered to design
posters for the graduate student graduation events in
the spring of 2016. The priorities, as it is with every project
brief, was maximum visibility, high-speed, and low-cost.
(There was, in fact, no budget. Our work was paid for
in drinks, which we happily accepted!)
There were a total of four events for the events
series: the post-MFA-show drinks, a beach cook-out, a
formal party, and a graduation party with the undergrads.
This meant many moving parts. A single, large poster
didn’t make sense, considering the breadth and spread of
the graduate student community. We decided to design
individual black-and-white flyers printed on cheap, colored
letter-size paper. They were pasted against larger tabloidsheets that contained the running list of events for the
entire series. These sheets could be tiled like wallpaper to
cover big surfaces.

191
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AS POSTERS
for Graduation Events 2016

193–202

Installations of the posters
located in various stairwells of
the buildings. The tabloid sheets
covered a lot of ground quickly;
they become their own kind
of bulletin board for the flyers
to sit on.
8.5" × 11" flyers on 11" × 17"
tabloid sheets, tiled.

192

193

195

197

199

201

Spring is always a busy time at RISD, and the studio did not
take unkindly to the announcement for Open Studios 2016.
In order to respect the studio space, particularly for those
who were working on their theses, we decided to host our
open studio in a pop-up located in Fletcher 409. Cem and I
volunteered to create posters.
The early sketches felt decorative. The outlined
blocks of type set in “Hobo” surrounded by blobs of yellow
looked tired to me, and I was pushing hard for a series of
posters that could be taped at an angle that corresponded to
a randomly-generated orientation of type on the poster. (This
preoccupation with tape would make a later appearance in
another project.) At some point, I saw Cem absentmindedly
breaking up the words two-letters at a time on a single
artboard. I yelped, “That’s it!” He was surprised.
Together, we came up with an identity system for our
open studios titled, “Closed Studio Open Pop-Up” (courtesy
of Diane Lee MFA ’16.) Two letters occuped each letter-size
sheet to create the words. We used this system to create a
large-scale installation poster located in the lobby of the CIT.
We also made signs for the various formats that would be into
our pop-up: the books (“BO-OK”), the videos (“VI-DE-OS”),
the posters (“PO-ST-ER”).
Its modularity also allowed for the creation and use
of other playful combinations, which we scattered throughout
various areas of the building.

203

WORK

AS POSTERS
for Open Studios 2016
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202

205–218

Iterations of the system
performed across the surfaces
of CIT. Photos courtesy of
Bo-Won Keum, Cem Eskinazi,
and Jo Sittenfeld of
the RISD Media Group.
8.5" × 11" sheets of paper,
various combinations.

204

205

207

209

211

213

215

217

James Goggin was screening Jacques Tati’s Playtime (1967)
as part of our class syllabus, and we were assigned the task
of creating posters for it beforehand. If we hadn’t seen the
film before, that was fine. In fact, it was better. He was
anticipating 13 posters designed by 13 people who had yet
to see the film themselves.
I had seen the film before, a long time ago, but I
couldn’t remember who or what it was about, and I couldn’t
recall any details that would make designing the poster
particularly easy for me. I did, however, remember what it
looked like: it was full of tall, grey buildings, with sheets of
glass against concrete. I remembered the attention
to architectural material, and how everything felt like a
balanced sum-of-parts.

219
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AS POSTERS
for a screening of Playtime (1967)
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218

221–224

Poster announcement,
comprised of a 11" × 17" sheet
of tabloid and a larger,
17" × 22" sheet of paper.

220

221

223

Luna Maurer came to represent herself and her work from
Studio Moniker, and I was assigned the task of designing the
poster to announce her lecture. I used it as an opportunity
to collaborate with Bonhae Koo MFA ’16, who was graduating
that year. She and I were very close; she had been something
of a mentor figure to me since the first year when I was
nervous and insecure about typography and form.
Bonhae first made a 24" × 36" poster with the glass
case at the Design Center in mind. But I was focused on
a less precious way of working, and much more interested in
how we could make the poster circulate and be performed
in different ways. I had been inspired by the small selection
of Studio Moniker’s work that I had been exposed to in
my second year—someone had recently shared their work for
the Het Niewe Institute’s archives¹ of Dutch architects
and urban planners, and we had spent minutes on the couch
revelling at how satisfying it was to watch the line-based
image browser perform itself. How could use this opportunity
to play with a similar kind of condition?
We decided to create a poster that could grow by
inviting viewers to participate. The artist’s tape that is usually
used for taping up campus posters, but only as a point of
embellishment at best, became a functional component that
inseparable from the content of the poster. On it, we
designed a grid that, in conjunction with instructions written
on the sides, determined the placement of the strips of tape.
The instructions were as follows:
1
The flyer must stick to the wall using
		orange tape
2
At least three strips should be used;
		
no more than six.
3
The orange tape must cross at least
		
two of the dots at a time.

¹

You can access the
website at collectie.
hetnieuweinstituut.nl/
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for Luna Maurer of Studio Moniker, 11" × 17"
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Various configurations of the
posters set-up around areas
of the RISD campus. We printed
enough copies of the tabloid
sheets such that no one poster
was left alone on the wall
(although the system would
have allowed for that case.)
The most striking configurations
were when several formed a
network across different kinds
of surfaces, the tape acting
as colorful connecting lines.
11" × 17" sheets of paper,
orange artists’ tape.
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I submitted a proposal called “The Modern Salon” for the
RISD Museum’s website, where its collection of art could be
used as play materials to be arranged and reassembled
by visitors. Guided by simple, formal prompts, each visitor
would build compositions from the paintings of the collection.
The next visitor of the website could see what the previous
visitor had done and build on those compositions.
While this proposal was rejected for the website,
I was asked to instead submit it as part of the RISD
Museum’s “Intermission” programming, which asks artists
and performers to critique the gallery of its’s eighteenthcentury European paintings. The challenge was to bring
the spirit of its digital counterpart — which lay in the freedom
to drag and drop, to make quick juxtapositions, and to
scale up and down—into the physical space, where these
manipulations were close-to-impossible to perform onto
the real artworks. How could I bring the collection down from
the walls and encourage the same kind of free-play?
And how could those connections be made visible to other
people—how could people delight in and share each
other’s creations?
The solution lay in paper. (It often does!)
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AS PICTURES ON A WALL
for a night at the RISD Museum

below

An initial sketch for the digital
proposal.
237–239

Scans of the physical cards,
8.5" × 11" sheets. They each
contained a painting and a
prompt to respond to.
237–247

Its installation and engagement
on “Intermission/Intervention/
Interruption,” April 20, 2016.
248–250

Examples of the compositions
created.
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How can we leave traces of ourselves behind? How can
we make more visible the relationships between our
bodies and the spaces that they inhabit, the presences
that they command?
I created an installation that asked users to
scale light-projected type—a word, “IMPR NT”—to match
their bodies. Users who would intuitively complete the
missing letter with their own bodies would then mark where
they had stood with black duct-tape. Lines would accumulate
over time, giving us a portrait of all the bodies that had
pressed up against the wall and partaken in this activity.
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AGAINST THE WALL, OVER TIME
as an imprint of bodies
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The first installation set-up in
the Design Center photo room
for class crit.
258–264

It was installed again for our
class’s group show, “ExPoZed”,
which was opened and
held at the Exposé gallery
on December 12, 2016.
Light projection, web interface.
Dimensions variable.
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bk
How important is it that, when you’re dancing, that
you’re dancing in a set of boundaries? How important is that
spatial framing?
bb
Well, I like doing dance in places that aren’t theaters.
Part of it is the conditions—there’s just different information
that you’d get that you can respond to. If you’re in a studio,
or in a theater where people try to make the space neutral,
you kind of get used to whatever information is there and you
forget about it. But being at a park where there are kids
running around and stuff—however you feed off that
information, it’s different from what you’d normally have.
It feels different to dance on grass, or concrete, or sand, than
it does to dance on a dance floor. There are just different
things you can do in those situations.
But what people tend to forget is that the stage
is also a site. When you dance for a theater, you’re also doing
site-specific work.
There are stages and then these places like parks,
deserts, landscapes, all these other places, et cetera, but
they’re really all just places to do dance.

Barry Brannum (bb) is a dancer,
choreographer, and MA/
PhD student in UCLA’s Dance
department.
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A FRAGMENT OF DIALOGUE WITH BARRY BRANNUM
where we discuss where dance happens
(part 2 of 2)
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Barry Brannum (R) and Alison
D’Amato (L), performing
The Other Side of Stillness.
This was performed at Ed Reyes
River Greenway in Lincoln
Heights, Los Angeles, as part of
a series of site-responsive
choreography, improvisations,
interactive happenings (which
also included a free community
yoga class).
Photograph by John Tain.

I live in a three-story, multi-family, New England home with
eight other people. Behind it is a tiny, 30 × 40 foot paved
backyard that four cars have to squeeze into. I wake
up everyday and observe the different configurations that
the cars have had to make in order to fit together.
Norweigian choreographer and performer, Mette
Edvardsen, beautifully wrote in her description for her work,
“The Long Piece,” that the beach is a place where mass
choreography is always already happening, to be watched
and to be experienced. It’s what I imagine my backyard as:
a stage for the most frustratingly choreographed dance,
performed unwittingly in the most unromantic of scenarios.
I sent an invitation to my neighbors, asking them
permission to let me exaggerate the performance that
they were already enacting. Giant letters affixed to the roofs
of the cars would dramatize their movements. It was a vision
that I had of a cluster of letters, inching in and out of
each other’s paths, rearranging themselves throughout the
day, and causing tiny dramas to unfold along the way — all
as a typesetting exercise for a camera, installed on the roof
of the house.
The performance ran from November 28th through
December 5th, 2016.
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EVERYDAY, IN A PARKING SPACE
as a choreography of cars in my backyard
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The invitation to participate.
272–289

Video stills captured of the
different configurations
that the cars made between
November 28–December 5.
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bk
For our interview, Armand, I was wondering if we
could talk about this book.
(I hold up ‘Recollected Works: 1990–2005’, Mevis & van
Deursen’s only monograph. The book, which was muchanticipated by the design community, was received with
mixed reviews when it was finally published in 2005. Design
critic Rick Poynor called it a missed opportunity for the duo,
and an unconsidered treatment of text and image.)
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AN INTERVIEW WITH ARMAND MEVIS
when I asked him questions about a book, a school,
a practice, and a house

bk
It was difficult for me to access before, when I didn’t
know anything about graphic design. But now, I love this
monograph so much. I wanted to ask you some questions
about it, if that’s okay.
am

I hope you bought it.

bk

This is a library copy.

am and bk

(Laughing)

am
It’s 12 years old, I hope I can still answer questions.
Don’t go into details.

Armand Mevis (am) works with Linda van
Deursen in their collaborative studio
practice, Mevis & van Deursen. They have
performed large-scale identity projects
for cultural institutions such as the
Stedelijk Museum in Amsterdam and the
Museum of Contemporary Art (MCA)
in Chicago. He is the director of the
Werkplaats Typographie graduate program
in the Netherlands, and also teaches a
summer course in Urbino, Italy.
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(continued on the next page)

the work and have some kind of association with the form.
Maybe they try to understand your ideas, but probably not
everyone can understand those ideas. So we thought that
it wouldn’t be so bad just to only work with the work. As if it’s
fabric, you know—the things that you wear as textile, as
colors and patterns. Things which are on the outside, the skin
of the work. But also to try to see that as material to
construct new work. And that was the whole basis of the
whole book.
As soon as you start to make these compositions,
each page you can consider as a poster or as an illustration,
you know, with type and image, and with contrast, black
and white, big type, small type. All those aspects which you
normally do in your computer when you make something, we
were doing on the spot with the camera. And since we were
close with Paul, and we always tried to kind of involve people
we feel close to, we thought, ‘what can we do with him?’
And then we discussed it with him. And then he proposed
this idea to do an interview with us.
But once he did the interview, he was almost kind
of taking over because his questions and our answers at a
certain point... if you read it, it’s very hard to understand who
is who. Is it Linda? Is it me? Is it Paul? Sometimes Paul
says something, but then it’s almost as if we said it. It’s kind
of a strange interview. It’s not a hundred percent truthful.
So we had these images on one hand, and on the
other hand, we talk about our sometimes-troubled
relationships with comissioners who send us to the left, then
to the right, if you can change it, then can you make it bigger?
smaller? And of course for a designer, it’s never nice to work
in that way. But in the end, you do it because you realize
that if you step out of this process, no work will be made, so...
That’s, in short, what motivated us to make this book like this.
bk
You were talking about your relationships with
clients, where the work you do becomes a routine of making
things bigger, smaller, et cetera. But what do you think a
graphic designer is supposed to bring to that table instead,
in that circumstance?
am
You know, it’s quite difficult, this relationship
between the designer and the commissioner. First of all, you
hope and maybe you assume that your commissioner knows
what you do and who you are, and what you can probably do
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am
I can give you a little bit of a background. Before we
did this book, we were asked by Idea Magazine, the Japanese
magazine, for a 60-page contribution. A kind of takeover for
the magazine, to provide 60 pages of work. But what to do
for this audience? It’s a magazine, you cannot explain all your
projects. So, we thought, ‘maybe we can just do some kind of
image contribution.’ Also, it was easier for us not to write so
much. We came with the idea that we could actually do some
kind of collage, and work with the images and then create
new images with that. So that’s what we did first. That
magazine came out, and then we got the opportunity to make
an exhibition in Japan. We were not super happy with the
outcome of the magazine. The paper wasn’t right, the images
were not really great. And then we thought, ‘what if we do
a catalogue? Maybe we can do it again; an improved version.’
But I think it also had to do with the fact that, if you
do a publication, then what kind of publication do you
want make about your own work? That’s quite difficult. If we
work for artists, we always try to seduce these artists not
to make a conventional book. So if we have to make a book
about our own work, it would be very strange to make a
conventional book. So we thought, ‘okay, if we make
experimental books for other people, we should at least see
this as an opportunity to also to do some kind of experiment.’
And that’s why we wanted to stay away from any kind of
monograph. We didn’t want to showcase all the work with
some explanation of the project. We also didn’t want to show
off and say, ‘Here we are, look at us, look and see what kind
of great projects we have.’
So, we just thought we’d do something that was
almost frustrating for people. We showed our work but didn’t
say so much about it. Because in a way, you know, when
you produce your work and then it finds its way into
someone’s home or wherever, you’re not there to explain and
to talk about it. It lives its own life and people have a
relationship with it, almost on a formal level. They look at
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bk
Let’s start with an open question: why did you
choose to design your monograph in the way that you did?
The images aren’t necessarily catalogued in their own space.
Instead, they are all pushed together and the texts weaves
in and out of it. It’s an unusual format, I think, for a
monograph of any kind. Can you talk a little bit about that
process?

And to your question—we don’t bring the things to
the table to discuss whether it can be bigger or smaller, more
blue or more red. I mean, this is of course never the intention.
Because that is the most unimportant aspect of what you do.
bk
You say that you never walked away from a client, no
matter how tough the conditions were. Is that still true?
am
It’s kind of true... No, it’s true. I cannot really recall
any kind of situation where we kind of gave up, although I do
recall many occasions where Linda and I expressed to each
other, ‘if they don’t accept it now, we just say, hey, sorry, we
cannot do this anymore.’ But you still end up kind of finding a
solution. In the end, it gets really, really difficult to give up
because you know that you will be frustrated. You also know
that the person other side, who started with big enthusiasm
and really wanted to work with you, will also be very
disappointed. I think this is so frustrating and you should just
try to avoid that. But, of course, how flexible are you in your
response? How much ability do you have to think about it in a
different way so that you can see some kind of solution? I
don’t know. Sometimes, you can only come up with one idea.
And then of course, you are much more vulnerable because if
that person on the other side doesn’t like it and you don’t
have any other ideas, then it’s much harder to deal with it
then when you think, ‘Well, I also had a few other ideas. If this
one doesn’t work, I still can come up with something else.’ So
I think it really depends a little bit on if you have more ideas
or not, I don’t know.
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bk
Would you consider those conditions “designer
constraints”?
am
They’re definitely constraints because the clients
expresses some kind of ideas or expectations or will tell you
what he or she wants in the end. Let’s say, he or she wants
to have a book, and maybe the book has to show this and this
kind of work. But I think the attraction in that is that you
try to see through all these constraints, and try to see some
kind of possibility at the end of the road. That these
constraints are given but not necessarily blockades. You deal
with them but they don’t stop you. They maybe even help you
to find your way to some kind of end point. I think that
the constraints are actually already a big help. If someone
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for him or her. So you hope that they are well-informed,
and that there is some kind of basis for understanding each
other and, let’s say, respect. But also that there is space
offered by the commissioner to you, as a designer, to come
up with the solution for a question that he or she has. But of
course, you don’t know each other… So you have an
expectation and you have also an imagination of how it can
turn out. But in this process, it’s also like getting to know
each other. And you can also discover that sometimes it’s a
perfect match, and you do something and the other side is
like, ‘Great, fantastic, I really love it!’ But there is also
situation where someone who has purchased you didn’t
probably realize that what you bring to the table is maybe
much more than what he or she asked. Maybe they thought,
‘Okay, we need some kind of design, we need something
which looks nice and with some nice colors and some nice
type.’ But then they realize that whenever we respond to
a question, that we also thought of all other kind of things:
the implication of something, or how it connects to
something else. We try to analyze the situation and we try to
respond it and say, ‘Well, if you do this then you also have
to think about this, et cetera.’ And then this kind of thing can
be become too big for the commissioner. And then you have
an uncomfortable situation because you start to discover
that there is some kind of resistance to your work. And then
it becomes really difficult because when there is some
resistance, then whatever you do is judged almost from a
negative viewpoint.
Now, we have been many times in one of those
occasions where we felt that we were opposite instead of
together. I think it should be together, but in many cases
it can also end up that you are trying to achieve something
and the other is actually absolutely not willing to go along
with that. There are also many examples where there is
someone in an organization who chooses you but then in the
end, your contact is not with that person but is instead with
another person in that organization on another kind of level
who tries to work with you but maybe has not the same
sensibility for the work that you do. And then sometimes
these conversations can be very difficult because people are
not well-informed, and they don’t speak from their own
hearts, and they try to represent an organization but maybe
even themselves don’t understand the organization fully. So
it can be sometimes very difficult.

bk
I’m looking at an essay that Rick Poynor wrote in
Design Observer about this monograph. You’re quoted
in another interview saying, ‘We just try to take the work we
do seriously and to come up with the answers within
graphic design but we are not ideologically driven.’ What
do you mean by that?
am
Well, I think there was this moment in design where a
few people were asking these questions like, ‘Can your work
be political?’ I think that this question was more directed
toward that direction. But the world is not a topic. If you look
at our work, we never made work where we would say, for
instance, ‘Bush should go,’ or something like that. We would
not, in that sense, act. But at the same time, whenever you
run a practice, of course there is always some kind of
ideology. There are always choices that you can make. There
are always things that you can do or cannot do. And I think if
you look at our work and the projects we did and the kind of

work that we made, you cannot say that there was no
ideology. Because otherwise, we would have embraced other
commissioners and commissions. We would have done
things, where maybe, we thought, ‘As long as it pays well,
we’re happy.’ We were still critical about the questions that
came to us and in what kind of property we wanted to invest
our energy. So, I think those choices and your attitude
becomes political, in that sense.
Because if your commissioner asks you to do things
in a certain way, then the easier thing would be to do that
way. The more difficult way would be to say, ‘Hey, we think
we should do things differently’. Then you start a new
conversation and you choose another path.
I don’t know if that’s a good answer to the question.
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bk
Yes, it is! (Laughs) You produce work that has a
viewpoint through how it was made and how it engages with
people, and not so much because of its subject matter.
So, what do you guys do when you’re stuck for ideas?
Is there something specific that you and Linda go through?
Or does it vary from project to project?
am
Of course we have—well, I don’t want to say “very
often” these moments that we are stuck—but we definitely
have these moments when we don’t really know what to do.
But then, most of the time, you can start to solve it by
starting to work on one of these simple ideas that probably
come up in your head. Trying to make those ideas work often
helps you to move on and maybe actually end up with a
better idea. And that better idea came because you started
with something more simple. Not the most spectacular idea,
but at least there was a beginning point.
I never thought that we could come up with an idea
in our head and say, ‘Okay, this is great. This is what we’re
going to do,’ and then execute that idea. It never worked like
that. It was always an idea that probably excited us, but then
you start to work on it and then you discover that some
things do work, but other things, not at all. And then you start
to make adjustments. Slowly, that thing grows, and can even
become something else.
bk

So, the clarity of the idea is important.

am

The clarity, definitely. And I think while you’re
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says, well, I have this amount of text, they have to be leaflets,
and all the pages have to be black and white—well, that’s
easy. There are many things I don’t have to think about
anymore because it’s a leaflet, it’s black and white, it’s paper,
it has to be folded, and there is a certain amount of text. So I
think within these constraints, I have to see and think, ‘Okay,
what can you do to make it interesting.’
If someone says, ‘you can do whatever you want,’ I
actually think that person probably didn’t think long enough
about what he or she really wants, because as soon as you
start to make something, then that person starts to think and
then expresses this is either the right direction or probably
complete wrong direction. And I think there is always, at
some point in the process, difficult moments. Sometimes in
the beginning. Sometimes they can happen with technical
problems with the binder or the printer. Sometimes it may be
at the phase of doing corrections that someone is super
messy and you think, ‘Wow, this is insane. What I have to do
now is insane.’ But I think those moments almost always
happens at some point.
But, I think if you are too strict with that, it’s too
difficult. I don’t think it’s good for your heart. You will not live
long, you will not have a nice life. So, I think if you want to
do this work, I think you also somehow have to accept that
it’s all part of it.

bk

Can I ask two more questions?

am

Yes, do that.

bk
One: what kind of work do you encourage and/or
want to see from your students at the Werkplaats? And two:
what kind of assignments do you give in order to produce
that kind of work?
am
At the Werkplaats, I never give assignments. I don’t
like giving assignments because I think that they are studying
at Werkplaats to come up with their own assignments. I don’t
like to be some kind of commissioner and put myself in
between them and their work. What I like most is two things:
one is that, whatever idea they came up with, I feel that it’s
really their idea. That it’s authentic. That it’s not an idea that I

thought, ‘Well yeah, I just saw that idea yesterday (or the day
before). It’s kind of an idea that everybody knows already.’
I hope to discover, in my conversations or my meetings with
students, that they come up with ideas that surprise me and
that can also make me see how it connects to him or her.
That’s one thing. And then the second thing is that I hope that
they are able to not to be happy already with their idea, and
then formalize it in a way that I also think, ‘Well, your idea is
great, but the way that you formalize it, for me, it’s very
predictable. I have seen this formal solution already, many
times. Even at the Werkplaats, I can find many examples of
this kind of solution.’ So, what I hope is that they also try to
understand that a very original idea actually deserves a very
original form.
But, of course, those two things are super hard to
find. It’s very difficult to have an idea that you feel happy
about, and that you can acknowledge as quite personal and
quite nice. But also to have the confidence to formalize that
in a more adventurous way is also super difficult. So, my role,
I think, is to confront them with these limitations whenever
I think it’s too predictable or conventional, and I absolutely
want to challenge them to—I don’t want to say, be as radical
as possible—but at least, to be as honest and truthful to their
ideas as they possibly can. And also dare to find their own
voice, their own language, and their own formal language,
instead of being insecure and falling back to some kind of
language that they already know works. But those people
who can do that are extremely rare. Even at Werkplaats, not
everybody is already able to do that. In most cases, I would
say that the students who leave the Werkplaats, maybe a few
years later, are much better capable of being who they are,
where they are starting to make work which suits them, and
also are starting to give form to those ideas in their own and
more personal way. I want to say that it’s very difficult to
make your best work while you’re studying. It’s difficult
because it’s a tough environment with a lot of creative people
around you. A lot of fellow students, and they all do these
things and all these ideas influence you. So, it’s very difficult
to oppose that somehow, and to lock yourself off and find
your own way. And also, there are all these teachers who
come up with their suggestions and ideas, and it also then
becomes very difficult.
So, what is the final goal? The final goal is that you
can live without a school. That you can do your work and your
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working, you’re also thinking, ‘Okay, will people understand
this? What does the form reveal? Is the idea indeed really
nice, or is it just still not strong enough?’ So you’re also your
own kind of critic. You’re reviewing your own work and
critiquing your work. When you have a collaboration, it’s even
easier because you just do a kind of ‘ping-pong’. And then
both of us look at the work and say what we think about it,
and then we try to improve it.
So, I don’t know, but maybe that’s another path. I
always think it’s quite funny that, in many conversations I’ve
sometimes had with students, I see these students with
these little notebooks and then they speak with you and offer
three, or four, or five, complete different concepts for the
same thing. And they would love you to say, ‘I would do “this”
and not all the others.’ But I think that all of these ideas would
probably work, and there is not just this one, brilliant idea.
But as you start to work on one of those ideas, you will be
able to see where it’s still weak, where you can still improve it,
and actually make your way through it until you get
somewhere where you start to think, ‘Hey, now I’m actually
starting to like it.’ And that takes some time. You also have to
be patient, and you have to have some faith in your own
intuition, in your own craftsmanship, in your own criticality.
So, you cannot think, ‘Oh, no, I have to start all over from
scratch, maybe I cannot come up with a good idea.’ You will
see that throughout your life, you will always find solutions,
luckily enough.

bk
Speaking of environments—you’re moving into your
new house soon. That’s great! How does that make you feel?
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practice without these people. But when you’re at school,
when you are in such an environment, then I think, ‘Okay,
then accept those conditions and then try to get as much out
of that as possible.’ And then it’s not so bad to still fail. As
long as the teaching environment connects to what is
interesting to you and helps you in your thinking, in your
ideas that stimulate you, that elevate you. As long as that
environment exists, then I think it’s a good environment.

am
I must say, on one hand, it’s super great because it’s
definitely going to be an impressive house, at least for me.
It’s not a palace but it’s a really great house in a fantastic
location in Amsterdam. But it’s a lot of work and a lot of
stress. It’s a lot of work, especially when you have a practice
and a family. We can compare it to doing a huge identity
project, maybe even bigger. It’s a project of many years and
many complexities in a field where you’re an amateur. And
that’s never nice to be an amateur.
It’s like talking to a printer when you don’t know
anything about printing. The printer can tell you anything and
you’ll just believe it.
am and bk

(Laughing)

am
On one hand, it’s super nice and we can say that we
did it ourselves. Nobody forced us to do this. But it’s a lot.
bk

Well, I am very happy for you. Congratulations!

bk
Maybe. It depends on the people, it depends on the
work. So right now, I don’t know. New York is a little crowded,
so we will see. (Laughs)
Yeah, I don’t know. We’ll see.
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am
I can send you a picture. It’s not done yet, but at least
there is something there. It has some structures, some
facades, and it has some inside spaces. I can at least send
you a picture and you’ll have some idea of where we live.
And you’re going to move after, or stay in New York?

301–302

Two hours later, I got an email
from Armand that contained the
pictures that he promised. They
were scaled at full-size
and embedded in the body of
the email, resulting in images
that were simply too big for me
to see in my browser.
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Consider the ideal city. Many might say that it looks like
Jacques Tati’s vision of Paris in his 1967 film, Playtime. The
pristine cityscape is constructed from planes of light, glass,
and steel, colored in a palette of cool greys and pastels
that allow the eyes to travel smoothly from one surface to
another. The city appears composed by a series of
standardized units and built with defined guidelines, implicit
instructions, and automated procedures. Everything is
in its right place: lines are straight, edges are clean, and no
waste is to be found. It is a city characterized by transparency,
honesty, and efficiency.
Tati famously built the set at true-to-life scale,
spending 17 million francs to plan and construct real office
buildings, roads, escalators, and even an airport.¹ This
dedication to detail is what, perhaps, informed his approach
in the storytelling. Tati does not resort to a clumsy mode
of narration to tell us how this fantastic city works. He instead
builds his world for us on camera, demonstrating slowly but
steadily how it functions and how to live within it. We observe
the city’s inhabitants pass through moving turnstiles, gates,
and other thresholds that dictate human traffic flow. We
watch the movements of people in the workplace, exacting
and precise as clockwork. We see domestic family rituals
performed in modular unit-homes. These short vignettes act
less like parts of a conventional
plot and more like studies of an urban landscape, an
illustration of life lived in an ideal grid.
Gradually, we observe what happens to this grid
under pressure.
An often-cited pressure-test scene depicts the
opening night of an upscale restaurant, the Royal Garden.
We encounter the restaurant in preparation for the opening:
the waitstaff and workers scurry about, cleaning up traces
of the construction site as they go. The architect struts
around, floor plans rolled up under his arms, as he directs
the staff to place beams higher, hide exposed walls, and
cover up any evidence of the production process. Marble
tiles and decor pointedly conceal the rough foundations and
frameworks that hold the architecture in place.
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Playtime’s hero, the bumbling Monsieur Hulot, finds
himself at the door—glass, like all of the other doors in the
hypermodern city of which he has wandered in and out—and,
in a confounding exchange with the doorman, shatters it. But
rather than alert the establishment and risk losing his new
job, the doorman decides to pretend that the glass door
is still there. Without the object there to define him, his role
is reduced to a pantomime of procedure. The restaurant’s
regular clientele—the bourgeois men in suits and their
dolled-up wives—look only for the signs of protocol upheld,
and his empty gestures don’t register as anything out of
the ordinary. It is instead the crowd of drunkards and the
idiots, unfettered by the need to keep protocol (and to
whom physical barriers matter), who inadvertently stumble
through the door that doesn’t exist.
Suddenly, a new crowd starts to push through the
restaurant. Spatial designations become porous; frameworks
are opened; social hierarchies are loosened and roles are
exchanged. Soon, a jazz band appears. As the evening rolls
along, changes continue to erupt through the breakdown of
the restaurant’s architecture. Rich men become cigarette
girls, tourists mingle with locals, and broken glass is peddled
off as ice for champagne buckets.
“You are the architect!” one of the managers shouts
as the architect packs up his things and heads out the door.
“You can’t just leave!” The architect shrugs and continues on
his way. The crowd continues to dance.
This scene is often interpreted as a depiction of
the triumph of chaos over structure: the collapse of order.
Is this the failure of the city’s design? What is the designer/
architect to do when things don’t go according to plan?
As Tati’s city starts to fall apart, its facades lifted
and underlying structures revealed, we observe not a
degeneration into debauchery but instead a way of growing.
In fact, to pit design against the humans living in it as an
oppositional dichotomy is to completely miss the point of
Tati’s world. There are rules to this “chaos,” which can be
characterized less as a struggle against grid structures and
more as an addendum: a point of revision. Because
even at the height of this disorder, his cast of characters
finds ways to adapt and erect new systems and orders of
operations. When the band disappears, the crowd finds
ways to make its own music. A waiter tacitly agrees to inherit
all the soiled articles of the staff’s wardrobes throughout
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top
Rules and order govern the city
of Tati’s Paris.
bottom
Hulot arrives at an office space.

bottom
Rocinha Communidade in Rio
de Janiero.

the open work
Let us consider a different city, one perhaps less
French. Something of Tati’s vision comes to life in in Rio de
Janeiro, halfway around the world. In Rio, 6% of the
population lives in “favelas,”³ makeshift slum settlements.
While long thought to be a housing “problem” from an
architectural and infrastructural viewpoint, favelas have
evolved from makeshift settlements to stable communities.
They have drawn the attention of many architectural
researchers and theorists, who have marveled at the
variation and flexibility provided by their efficient
frameworks. There have been, of course, negative effects
of this kind of attention; increased tourism has inspired
design “interventions” that unhelpfully romanticize
the circumstances and ignore the realities of community life.⁴
But if we keep our focus on what is truly interesting,
we can quietly observe the model of the favela and learn
from its example. The rules of construction are simple: the
materials must be low-cost, light enough to be carried on
men’s backs, and small enough to pass through the narrow,
winding streets of the favela. Changes and adaptations must
be implemented quickly and cheaply. These are constraints
that arise naturally from ‘makeshift’ conditions, which
actually democratize the process of decision-making. It gives
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The opening up of frameworks.

the course of the night, hiding in the patio all the while to
save face. When the opulent scaffolding of the ceiling falls
and creates a new designated space, the American aristocrat
takes over and imposes his own rules governing this new
barrier of entry.
One might even say that the city is being completed
by the people occupying it. Tati has been quoted saying:
“I am not at all against modern architecture, I only think that
as well as the permit to build, there should also be a permit to
inhabit.”² By allowing these narratives to unfold, Tati perhaps
argues that we self-organize by nature, and that entropic play
and improvisation are actually rooted in systems. Tati shows
us what remains when the surfaces are lifted and the world
de-cosmeticized: a network of behavior, patterns, and
learned routine. It all starts with a simple gesture, a gag that
takes up space and continues to resonate. It builds itself out
over time, iterating in unexpected ways, bowing and bending
to meet different people and different circumstances.

The possibilities which the work’s openness makes
available always work within a given field of relations.
As in the Einsteinian universe, in the “work in
movement” we may well deny that there is a single
prescribed point of view. But this does not mean
complete chaos in its internal relations. What
it instead implies is a new organizing rule which
governs these relations.⁵
Studios like Studio Moniker, run by Luna Maurer,
Roel Wouters, and Jonathan Puckey, that embrace this
openly, building projects that allow us to see how we
instinctively self-organize and restructure, how we like to
follow rules and how we also like to break them—but to a
rhythm of logic and rigor. Daniel Eatock works similarly,
crowd-sourcing material for funny contradictions and hiccups
that occur when we try to navigate the infrastructures that
govern our day-to-day routine. Their work exists, never to
solve a problem but instead to point at a condition.
In similar ways, I try to use my work as a means of
demonstrating method and procedure. I am interested in
design that makes us aware of the infrastructures that hold
us in place, rather than that which offers sleek solutions.
Oftentimes, I have create my own constraints. The constraint
of working with only an 8.5" × 11" sheet of paper, for example,
or the restriction to use only tape in order to create
interesting forms. Or observing a tiny parking lot that must
hold a set number of cars. Working with these means,
however humble, are deliberate choices I make in order to

keep the focus on the system that plays out in these
circumstances. I see it as a prioritization of function over
cosmetic value, and a trust in the natural way in which these
means can evolve. To quote the designer, James Goggin, who,
in an essay about designing books for Gordon Matta-Clark,
questions the line designers must draw between engagement
with content and pure decoration:
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When content and materials are interpreted and
combined in a balanced way, the result can be
greater than the sum of its parts. A transformation of
the given matter through a kind of elegant alchemy,
rather than cut-and-paste pastiche.⁶
Indeed, the starting means should never be the focus
of the project. Paper can be multiplied into a modular identity
system. Colored tape and a set of instructions can change
the way a simple poster hangs, and can grow with
participation. Re-framing the parking lot as a stage can help
us see the act of parking as, instead, a choreography of
movement, set in motion by the simplest of gestures. I am a
believer of simple gestures because I know that they can
resonate in more ways than one can imagine.
I titled my thesis, When It Won’t Fit, because I
wanted to play with a tone that I see many designers adopt in
talking about their work. I categorized my work into three
bold chapters that also function as statements—“how it fits;
when it fits; how it fits, together”—to show how tempting it is
to be declarative in our methods, and for our design to
demonstrate simple solutions to complex problems. But I am
ultimately interested in when it doesn’t fit. I am interested in
the procedures that follow that collision point, and the
decisions that are made quickly in order to, at whatever the
cost, make it fit.
Because there is absurdity to the performance of
those procedures, and it is an absurdity not to be scorned at
but instead to be celebrated. Playtime demonstrates that the
margin of human error—the fumbles, the mistakes, the
inefficiencies—does not ruin the city; rather, it completes it.
I strive to do the same, but only to show how well-equipped
we are to make do with what little we have. That even in
the midst of disorder, we bend over backwards to give sense
and logic to what we do.
And that’s a beautiful thing.
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us hope that a dense, diverse, and thriving topology does not
necessarily come from a grandiose framework but instead
from a series of informed, responsive, and economy-driven
decisions that are constantly shifting and evolving to
changing conditions.
The Italian polymath Umberto Eco wrote of the
‘open’ work in 1967. In his book, The Open Work, Eco writes
about works that were designed by the artist to be ‘completed’
in its performance, either by their performers or by their
audience. These are characterized by what he calls ‘the
invitation’ to make work together with an author, and that this
‘work in movement’ should be able to hold up against, even
generate, a continuous set of relationships that come with
each new reading. But more importantly, Eco writes:
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The cover of Experimental
Jetset's Statement and
Counterstatement. Letters are
arranged to fill the space as
efficiently as possible.

¹
Vince, Owen. “Anxious Metropolis: Alienation and the Cinema of 1960s
Paris in Alphaville and Playtime.” Senses of Cinema 79. 10 July 2016.
²
Engelen, John. “Play Time (1967) by Jacques Tati—A Comedy Film about
Modernist Architecture.” Blog post. De De Ce Blog. 11 Nov. 2014.
³
Fabricius, Daniela. “Resisting Representation: The Informal Geographies
of Rio de Janeiro.” Harvard Design Magazine no. 28 (2008): 4–17.
⁴
Navarro-Sertich, Adriana. “From Product to Process: Building on UrbanThink Tank’s Approach to the Informal City.” Archit Design, 81 (June 1011): 104–109.
⁵
Eco, Umberto. “The Politics of the Open Work.” The Open Work.
Cambridge: Harvard UP, 1976. 21.
⁶
Goggin, James. “The Matta-Clark Complex: Materials, Interpretation and
the Designer” The Form of the Book Book. Eds. Bondt, Sara D., and Fraser
Muggeridge. London: Occasional Papers, 2010. 23.
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The design of a paper bag that
my Big Mac came in. Letters
are arranged to fill the space as
efficiently as possible.
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The bottom of the Big Mac paper bag,
which contains a diagram of how many
MacDonalds items one can fit inside
(Answer: 7–9)

Little stones naturally fill the gaps between
the big stones in this wall outside the RISD
Sculpture Building.
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Studio Moniker holds an exhibition of
little shapes that have been packed into
bigger shapes.
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Boxes of soda cans are piled on top of each
other, sorted by color, to create a massive
shrine for the NFL play-offs at a Stop and
Shop in New Haven.

A message that I found in a stack of books
at a basement library in Seattle.

An air-conditioning unit in the
RISD Ceramics Building that fits
snugly into the window’s grid.
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A lowercase “f” and a lowercase “i” comes
together to form a ligature for a two-person
costume on Halloween.
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A tray cover at McDonalds
that features a hand holding an
egg yolk. On top is a hand
holding a yellow Egg McMuffin
wrapper that says “egg” on it.

A felt tote-bag gifted to me from a
design conference. It tells me that it is
the equivalent of exactly 5 recycled
plastic bottles.

Studiomates, holding hands.
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A book that is what it says it is.
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An imprint that a car leaves
behind in the snow.

Packed snow, broken-down.

A grid of bricks, broken down.
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Buster Keaton tries to read a newspaper in
The High Sign (1921).
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Elizabeth and I release the sand from
our installation, Tired Tropes of
Graphic Design, back into the wild.

The final copy of our wire-O-bound
publication for “X, Y, and Z”, gifted to our
instructor, James Goggin. We emptied
out the wells of the hole-puncher and
padded the package with paper scraps. It
created a small but celebratory mess.
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I open my November thesis presentation
with the trash compaction that
Sully witnesses in Monsters Inc. (2001)

AFTERWORD

I’d like to believe that I didn’t design a book so much as I did
build one. This book was made by boiling everything down
to its basic categories of text and image. The different stocks
are to remind you, reader, that this book is nothing more than
a ream of paper, a stack of sheets coated with ink.
This book is sized at 5.5" × 8.5", the dimensions of
a half-letter sized sheet. That means that a full spread can fit
onto a single 8.5" × 11" letter-sized sheet, the most
commonly-accessed industrial standard for paper. This has
allowed me to print and proof the typography at 100% scale
each time throughout the entire process of designing the
book. It has been the only way that I’ve been able to rapidly
and affordably test different stocks of paper—the ones readily
available at PaperWorks—on our studio’s everyday laser
printer. On these sheets, I have not needed to trim once.
The images are a different story; scaled to cover
the page, full-bleed, they require a bigger sheet size, which
renders the neat idea behind the half-letter format into a
frustrating little problem. Trimming is necessary; the waste
was inevitable. The end product wasn’t the compact solution
that I thought it would be.
But things get interesting, as this thesis so
persistently argues, when the real hustle begins: when things
don’t go according to plan, and when the margin of human
error pushes against the scaffolding built to insure against it.
Design happens when that tension is brought to the forefront,
not hidden away.
It took a few moments to realize that the waste could
be repurposed. The trimmings left over from the printing
and binding process were pulped and flattened to make new
paper for the jacket. It was a condition that instead
turned into an opportunity, and a way to bring a little bit
of the production process into your hands.
It was the best I could do to get everything to fit.
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As a test, I brought the scraps
from previous drafts of
my thesis to a paper-making
workshop held at AS220.
It was a beautiful, sunny day—
windy, too, which was
perfect for paper-drying.
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